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On Consistent Families of Circuits
IDO SHEMER
We define a relation of 'consistency' between graphs, and consider the following problem:
Given a collection :7 of pairwise consistent circuits of length k on subsets of a finite set V, is there
a unique circuit on V that is consistent with all members of :71
We try to determine the smallest number e = e(v, k) such that the answer is yes whenever IVI = v
and 1:71 > e.
We also consider the same questions for paths instead of circuits.
I. INTRODUCTION
Let G = (V(G), E(G» = (V, E) be a graph (without loops or multiple edges). For
a E V define a graph G" with vertex set V\{a} as follows: For b, c in V\{a} (b "# c), be is
an edge of G" iff either be E E, or ba, ac E E.
It is easy to verify that if a, d are distinct vertices of G then (Gal = «rr. For a
non-empty finite subset S of V define GS as follows: Assume S = {a, b, ... , c, d}; then
GS = «- .. «Ga)b) .. .Y)d. We also agree that G0 = G, and if S is any finite set, then
GS = GSnV.
The following easily verifiable assertion can serve as an alternative definition of GS : For
any set S, GS is a graph with vertex set V\S and two distinct vertices x, y E V\S form an
edge of GS iff x and yare connected in G by a path all of whose interior vertices belong
to S.
Two graphs Gi = (V;, Ei ) (i = 1,2) are consistent if G~,\V2 = G;2\V,. For every two sets
S, T, the graphs GS, GTare consistent, since (GSt(GS)\V(GT) = (Gs)W\S)\(V\T) = (Gsf\S =
GSuT, and similarly (GTt(GT)\V(GS) = G'":",
A family ff' of graphs is consistent if each two members of ff' are consistent. If G" G2
are consistent and V(G,) = V(G2 ) , then G, = G~(G,)\V(G2) = G;(G2)\V(G1) = G2 • Therefore,
if ff' is a consistent family of graphs, then for any set S there is at most one graph in ff'
with vertex set S.
If ff' is a family of graphs and G is a graph, then we say that G is consistent with ff' if
G is consistent with each member of ff'.
In this paper we consider consistent families ff' ofcircuits oflength k on subsets of a finite
set V. We ask how large must 1ff'1 be in order to guarantee the existence or the uniqueness,
of a circuit on V that is consistent with ff'. We consider this question first in the case
k = IVI - I (Theorem I and subsequent remarks), and then pass to the general case. At
the end of the paper we deal with the same question for paths.
2. STATEMENT AND PROOFS OF RESULTS
THEOREM I. Let V be a finite set of cardinality v, and let ff' be a consistent family of
circuits of length v - I with vertices in V.
(a) Ifv ~ 5 and 1ff'1 ~ 3 then there is at most one circuit on V that is consistent with ff'.
(b) If v ~ 6 and 1ff'1 ~ 4 then there is a unique circuit on V that is consistent with ff'.
REMARK. Consistent families of circuits arise naturally in the study of cyclic and
neighborly polytopes. A slightly restricted version of Theorem I was originally a lemma in
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the proof of the following result [3, Theorem 4.2]: If a neighborly 2m-polytope P with v
vertices (v ~ 2m + 5) has 2m + I cyclic subpolytopes with v - I vertices, then P is
cyclic.
PROOF OF THEOREM I. Assume that V = {I, 2, ... , v} and fF = {HI' H2 , ••• , Hw } ,
where w = IfFl and V(Hi ) = V\{i}. Put W = {I, 2, ... , w}. The consistency of fF
means just that HI = Hi for all i, JEW.
Proof of (a). Assume v ~ 5, w ~ 3, and suppose G = <V, E), G' = <V, E') are
circuits on V such that Gi = G'i = Hi for i E W. Suppose ab E E'\E. Ifi E W\{a, b} then
ab is an edge of G'i = o', hence ai, ib E E. Since v ~ 5, there is at most one such vertex
i E W\ {a, b}, hence W = {a, b, i}. The vertices a, b divide the circuit G into two arcs: one
arc consists of i alone and the other arc contains all vertices of V\ W. (Note that
IV\ WI ~ 2.) Choose an arbitrary fixed orientation on this arc (see Figure I).
(5 r.'.V
FIGURE 1.
r:\G
G' is obtained by adding i somewhere between two adjacent vertices of a = o-. Since
G'" = GO, i must be adjacent to a in G'. Similarly ib E E'. But ab E E', a contradiction!
Proof of (b). Assume v ~ 6, w ~ 4. Define a set E of edges as follows: For a, b e V,
ab E E iff ab E E(Hi ) for every i E W\{a, b}.
We shall prove that the graph G = <V, E) is a circuit on V such that c = Hi for i E W.
The uniqueness was already proved in (a).
CLAIM I. If ab is an edge of two members Hi; H, of fF, then ab E E.
PROOF. If W = {a, b, i, j}, then ab E E by definition. Suppose there is an element c in
W\{a, b, i, j}. Then ab E E(Hn = E(HD. Ifab ¢ E(He), then ai, ib E E(He) and similarly
aj, jb E E(Hc ) , contradicting the fact that He is a circuit of length v - I ~ 5.
CLAIM 2. If ab E E(Hc ) for some c E W, then either ab E E or ac, cb E E.
PROOF. Note that if ab E E(H;) for some i in W\{a, b, c}, then ab E E by Claim 1.
Assume that ab ¢ E(H;) for every i in W\{a, b, c}.
If W\{a, b, c} contains at least two elements d, e, then from ab E E(H:) = E(H3),
ab E E(H:) = E(H:) and the assumption above it follows that the edges ac, cb are in E(Hd )
and in E(He ) . By Claim I, ac, cb E E.
Now assume that W = {a, b, c, d}, ab E E(He), ab ¢ E(Hd) . Therefore, as above,
ac, cb E E(Hd ) . The vertices a, b divide the circuit Hd into two arcs: one arc consists of c
alone, and the other arc contains all vertices of V\W. (Note tha\V\wl ~ 2.) Choose an
arbitrary fixed orientation on this arc (see Figure 2).
OC bH~x y
FIGURE 2.
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H, is obtained from H, by removing a and adding d somewhere between two adjacent
vertices of the circuit H; = H: (see Figure 2). There are 4 cases, according to the place of
din n;
Case I. d is adjacent in H, neither to c nor to b. See Figure 3. An arrow in the FigUre
indicates an implication obtained by using the consistency of the circuits written above the
arrow. By Claim 1, ac, cb E E.
Oc b H.,H.,H~ 0°cH. ;; H.K r K r
d d
FIGURE 3.
Case II. d is between c and b. See Figure 4. This case cannot happen, since it leads to a
contradiction: H; -=1= Hi .
FIGURE 4.
Case III. d is adjacent to c, but not to b. See Figure 5. By Claim 1, da, ac, cb are in E.
FIGURE 5.
Case IV. d is adjacent to b, but not to c. As in case III, ac, cb, bd E E.
CLAIM 3. The graph G = <V, E > is connected.
PROOF. Let a, b be two vertices of V. Choose i E W \{a b}. There is a path P in Hi with
endpoints a, b. By Claim 2, each two adjacent vertices of P are connected in G by a path
of length ~ 2.
CLAIM 4. Each vertex has valency ~ 2 in G.
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PROOF. Suppose, on the contrary, that ab, ac, ad E E. If W "# {a, b, c, d}, then there
is an i E W\{a, b, c, d}, and by the definition of E, ab, ac, ad E E(HJ, a contradiction.
Assume W = {a, b, c, d}. Figure 6 shows how to obtain a contradiction in this case.
0 0H.,H. ;Z H.
~H.,Hd ~H.,Hd
0 =¥= 0
FIGURE 6.
CLAIM 5. Each vertex has valency ~ 2 in G.
PROOF. Assume a E V. Choose i E W\{a}. a is adjacent in Hi to two vertices band c.
Apply Claim 2 to the edges ab, ac to show that G contains one of the following subgraphs:
b-a-c or b-i-a-c or b-a-i-c or
b
../
a-I
<,
c
Claim 4 excludes the last case, and in all other cases a is at least 2-valent.
From Claims 3, 4 and 5 it follows that G is a circuit on V.
CLAIM 6. Gi = H, for every i E W.
PROOF. Fix i, i E Wand assume ab E E(HJ. By Claim 2 either ab E E or ai, ib E E. In
both cases ab E E(Gi). Therefore E(Hi ) c E(Gi ) . But IE(HJI = IE(Gi)1 = v - I, and
thus Hi = a'.
REMARKS. (1) Assertion (a) of Theorem I (uniqueness) clearly fails if v = 4 or
Ig-I = w ~ 2.
(2) Assertion (b) (existence) fails for v = 5, W ~ 3, and for v ~ 5, W = 3, as the
example in Figure 7 shows. (If v = 5, one may add H 4 and H, at will.)
(3) One can easily verify that if G = <V, E> is a graph, IVI ~ 5, and if at least two of
the graphs GX(x E V) are circuits, then G must be a circuit.
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COROLLARY 1. Assume CfJ is a consistent family ofcircuits on subsets of V. Iffor some k,
5 :::;; k :::;; IVI, each k-subset of V is the vertex set of a member of «, then there is a unique
circuit G on V that is consistent with CfJ.
PROOF. By induction on IVI - k.
DEFINITION. Denote by u(v, k) for 4 :::;; k < v and by e(v, k) for 5 :::;; k < v the least
integer u, respectively e, such that for each consistent family ff of more than u (resp. e)
circuits on k-subsets of {l , 2, ... ,v} there is at most (resp. at least) one circuit on
{1, 2, ... v} that is consistent with ff.
By Theorem 1 and Remarks (1), (2) above, u(u, v - 1) = 2 for v ~ 5 and
e(v, v - 1) = 3 for v ~ 6.
The following examples show that
(1) u(v, k) ~ (k) - (t:D for v > k ~ 4,
(2) e(v, k) ~ (k) - (k::D for v > k ~ 5, and
(3) e(v, k) ~ (k) - (k::D + (k::n + (k - 2)(k::n + 1 for v ~ 2k - 3, k ~ 5.
EXAMPLE 1. Let G be a circuit (1, 2, 3, ... , v). Let ff be the family of all induced
circuits GS of length k that miss at least one of the vertices 1, 2. Then Iffl = (%) - (%::~),
and ff is also consistent with the circuit (2, 1, 3, ... , v).
EXAMPLE 2. Define circuits G" Gz, G3 oflength v - 1 as follows: G, = (2, 3, 4, ... , v),
Gz = (3, 1, 4, ... , v), G3 = (1, 2, 4, ... , v). Let ff be the family of all induced circuits
Gl, i E {1, 2, 3}, of length k.
One can easily check that ff is consistent, that Iffl = (k) - (k::D and that no circuit
on V = {1, ,v} is consistent with ff. (There is even not circuit G on
{I, 2, 3,4, ,k + 1} consistent with (2, 3, 4, ... ,k + 1), (3,1,4, ... , k + 1) and
(1, 2, 4, , k + 1).)
EXAMPLE 3. Let G be the circuit (1, 2, 3, ... , k, k + 1, ... , v). Let ff' be thefami1y
of all induced circuits GS of length k that miss at least one of the vertices 1, 2 or miss at
least k - 3 of the vertices 3, 4, ... , k. Define:
ff = ff' u {(2, 1,3, ... , k)},
( v ) _ (v - 2) + (v - k) + (k _ 2) (v - k) + 1k k-2 k-2 k-3
(v) «;s (k - 2) ( v- k )k - j~Z j k - 2 - j , (4)
and ff is consistent. No circuit on V can be consistent with ff, since for every x -=1= 3, 4
there is a circuit Fin ff such that 3 and x are non-adjacent vertices of F.
REMARK. For fixed k and large v, example (3) is larger than example (2). In fact, the
right-hand side of expression (3) is (k) - O(Vk - 4 ) [see expression (4)], whereas the right-
hand side of expression (2) is (%) - O(Vk - 3 ) .
We will show that equality holds in expression (1) for v > k ~ 4, in expression (2) for
5 :::;; k < v < tk(k - 5) + 6 and in expression (3) for v ~ 7, k = 5. We will also obtain
an upper bound for e(v, k) in general (Corollary 2), which will show that the order of
magnitude of (k) - e(v, k) is V k- 4•
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THEOREM 2. For v> k ~ 4, u(v, k) = (k) - (k=D .
PROOF. In view of expression (1), we only have to show that u(v , k) ~ (k ) - (k=D.
This will be done by induction on v, for fixed k. If v = k + I, then u(v, k) ~ 2 by
Theorem I(a). Assume v > k ~ 4 and u(v, k) ~ (k) - (k=D. Suppose IWI = v + I, ff
is a consistent family of circuits on k-subsets of W, and G1 , G2 are two distinct circuits on
Wthat are consistent with ff. For x E W, defineffx = {F E ff: x ¢ V(F)}. The circuits Gf,
j = 1, 2, are consistent with ffx • By Theorem l(a) there are at least (v + 1) - 2 members
x of W such that Gf #- G;, and for those x's, Iffxl ~ u(v, k). Thus L X E W ~ 2(k) +
(v - l)u(v, k) ~ 2(k) + (v - 1)(;;) - (v - 1)(k=D = (v + 1 - k)( "!I)
(v + 1 - k)(k=D. On the other hand, clearly , L X E W Iffxl = (v + 1 - k)lffl .
Hence Iffl ~ ( "!I) - a=D and therefore u(v + 1, k) ~ ("! ') - a=D.
THEOREM 3. For v ~ 6, e(v , 5) = ( 5) - 3(v - 5).
PROOF. By Theorem I(b) and Example (2), e(6, 5) = 3, and by Example (3) e(v, 5) ~
(5) - ( "32) + 3("2"5) + (" 35) + 1 = (5) - 3(v -5) for v ~ 7. From Lemmas 1, 2
below it follows that e(v, 5) ~ ( 5) - 3(v - 5) for v ~ 7.
LEMMA 1. If e(8, 5) ~ 47, then e(v , 5) ~ G) - 3(v - 5) for v ~ 8.
LEMMA 2. e(7, 5) ~ 15 and e(8, 5) ~ 47.
For v > 5 define: V = {I, 2, ... , v }. Given a family ff of 5-circuits (i.e., circuits of
length 5) on subsets of V; define ~ = {F E ff: i ¢ V(F)}, 1 ~ i ~ v. A subset S of V is
an unconfirmed 5-set (relative to ff) if lSI = 5 and S #- V(F) for every Fin ff. Define , for
i E V: m, = I{S :S c V\ {i} and S is an unconfirmed 5-set}I. Clearly m, = ( "5') - I~ I.
Note that Lr=1 I~I = (v - 5)lffl, and therefore Lr~1 m, = (v - 5)« 5) - Iff !).
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. By induction on v, v ~ 8. Assume v > 8 and e(v - 1, 5) ~
( "51) - 3(v - 1 - 5). Let ff be a consistent family of 5-circuits on subsets of V. Assume
(5) - Iffl ~ 3(v - 5) - 1, and m l ~ m2 ~ . .. ~ m. :
Ifm5 ~ 3(v - I - 5), then (v - 5)(3(v - 5) - 1) ~ (v - 5)(G) - Iff!) = Lr= , m, ~
(v - 4) . 3 . (v - 6). It follows that v ~ 8. Hence m, ~ 3(v - 6) - l. By the induction
hypothesis there are circuits C, on V\{i} such that Ci is consistent with ~ for 1 ~ i ~ 5.
Next we show that these circuits are pairwise consistent. For 1 ~ i < j ~ 5, define
m jj = I{S: S c V\{i, j} and S is an unconfirmed 5-set}l. Clearly mij ~ m, ~
3(v - 6) - 1 ~ ( ~ =i) - 1, and therefore I~ (") ~I = (" 52) - mij > ( "52) - ("3 4 ) =
u(v -:- 2, 5) (see Theorem 2).
Sitice C{and CJ are both consistent with ~ (") fJij, it follows that C{ = CJ. By Theorem
I(b), there is a circuit C on V that is consistent with Ul=, ~ . If Ul=I ~ = ff , we are
through. Otherwise, there is a circuit Fin ff with V(F) = {I, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Suppose C is not
consistent with ff, i.e., F #- C V\V(F). Put G = C V\V(F), and X = {x E V(F): P #- GX } . By
Theorem 2, 5 - IXI ~ u(5, 4) = 2, i.e., IXI ~ 3.
If V(F) \ {x } eSc V for some x E X and lSI = 5, then S must be an unconfirmed
5-set. There are (v - 5)IXI such sets S, in contradiction to (5) = Iffl < 3(v - 5). Hence
C is consistent with F, and therefore with ff.
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Assume v = 7. Let ff be a consistent family of 16 or more
5-circuits on subsets of V. We shall prove that there is a curcuit on V that is consistent
with ff .
Assume, wl.o.g., that ff is a maximal consistent family, and that m, ~ m2 ~ ... my.
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First we show that m, =F I for all i. If m, ~ I, then there is a circuit C, on V\ {i} that is
consistent with ff;. Let F be a member of :F \ff; . There are two 5-subsets of V\ {i} that
include V(Fi ) . Since m, ~ I, ff; contains a 5-circuit G such that V(G) ::::l V(Fi ) . The
consistency of F and G and of G and C, implies the consistency of F and C: Therefore C,
is consistent with:F and all the induced 5-circuits C{ are consistent with:F.:F is maximal,
thus m, = 0. (The same reasoning shows that if v = 8, and :F is a maximal consistent
family of 5-circuits on V, then m, ~ 2 implies m, = 0.) r-i~ I m, = 2(G) - I:FI) ~ 10,
hence m, ~ m2 ~ I and m, ~ m4 ~ 2. By the remark above, m, can be °or 2.
Assume m. = m; = m, = 0. For I ~ i ~ 4 there is a circuit C, on V\{i} that is
consistent with ff;. Since the circuits C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 are consistent, there is a circuit C on
V that is consistent with C, for I ~ i ~ 4, and therefore with Uiee ] ff;. Let F be in :F
with vertex-set {I, 2,3,4, x}. Choose a vertex y in V\{l, 2, 3, 4, x} . There are members
F.. F2 , F3 of:F such that V(F;) = {I, 2, 3,4, x , y}\{i} for i = 1,2,3. Cis consistent with
F"F2 , F3 • Hence C is consistent with F 1 = F(, F 2 = F{, F 3 = Fj', and by Theorem I(a),
C is consistent with F. Thus C is consistent with :F . .
Now assume (m" ... , m7) = (0, 0, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2). For I ~ i ~ 7 there is a circuit C, on
V\{i} that is consistent with ff;. At least one of the circuits C4 , Cs, C6 is consistent with
C3 , since otherwise the sets {l, 2, 4, 5, 7}, {l, 2, 4, 6, 7}, {l, 2, 5, 6, 7} are unconfirmed
5-sets, in contradiction to m, = 2. Suppose C4 is consistent with C3 • As before, there is a
circuit C on V that is consistent with ff;, I ~ i ~ 4. We shall show that C is consistent also
with :F \ Ui=Iff;. Let F be in :F with vertex-set {l, 2, 3, 4, x}. Assume, w.1.o.g. , x = 5. If
C is not consistent with F, then C is consistent with none of the circuits F 3 , r', F S (C is
consistent with F 1, F 2 ) . Hence {l , 2, 4, 5, 7}, {l , 2, 3, 5, 7}, {I, 2, 4, 5, 6}, {l , 2, 3, 5, 6}
are unconfirmed 5-sets. Since m, = 2, there are two more unconfirmed 5-sets that do not
contain the vertex 5. Thus I:FI < 16, contradicting our initial assumption.
Now assume v = 8. Let :F be a consistent family of 5-circuits on subsets of V. Assume
I:FI ~ 48, :F is a maximal consistent family and m, ~ ... ~ mg . The maximality of :F
implies m, =F I, 2. r-f ~, m, ~ (8 - 5)8 = 24, thus m l , m, ~ 3; mh m, ~ 4; m, ~ 6.
We distinguish 4 cases:
(A) m, = 0,
(B) m, = 3, m, = 3,
(C) m, = 3, m, = 4,
(D) m, = 4.
Case (A). This case is similar to the case m; = °for v = 7.
Case (B). Here m, ~ 5. For I ~ i ~ 6 there is a circuit C, on V\{i} that is consistent
with ff;. For I ~ i < j ~ 6, there are at most three missing 5-sets included in V\{i, j},
thus C,and C, are consistent. There is a circuit C on V that is consistent with C1, • • • , C6
and thus with U?~. ff; = :F.
Case (C) . One can easily verify that in this case (m" .. . , m6) = (0, 0, 3, 3, 4, 4) or
(0, 0, 3, 4, 4, 4).
ForI ~ i ~ 6,letCibeacircuiton V\{i} consistentwithff;,asbefore. For4 ~ i ~ 6,
let C(i) be a circuit on V consistent with C1, C2 , C3 and Ci , and therefore with :F1 U
:F2 U :F3 U ff;. The circuits C(4), C(5), C(6) are all consistent with:F, U :F2 U :F3 • Since
Iff; n ~I ~ (n = 6 for I ~ i < j ~ 3, we find that I~ U IF2 U IF3 1 ~ I:F,I + 1:F2 1 +
1:F31 - 36 = 21 + 21 + (21 - 3) - 18 = 43 > 36 = m- m= u(8, 5) (see Theorem
2). It follows that C(4) = C(5) = C(6) = C, and C is consistent with U?~I ff; == :F .
Case (D). In this case (m" . . . , m g ) = (0, 0, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4). Let C;, I ~ i ~ 8, be
as above. C, and C2 are clearly consistent with all the rest. If some four of the circuits
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C3 , ••• , Cg are also pairwise consistent, proceed as in case (B). If not, then there are two
disjoint pairs of inconsistent circuits, say C3 , C4 and C5 , C6 • Since cj of. cl, there are at
least 4 missing 5-sets that miss 3 and 4. Since every missing 5-set contains 1 and 2,
the following 5-sets must be missing: {l, 2, 6, 7, 8}, {l, 2, 5, 7, 8}, {1, 2, 5, 6, 8},
{1, 2, 5, 6, 7}. By the same token, {l, 2, 4,7, 8}, {1, 2, 3, 7, 8}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 8},
{1, 2, 3,4, 7} must also be missing. This implies m, ~ 5, a contradiction.
COROLLARY 2. e(v, k) ~ (%) - <k=D + <k=Dfor v > k ~ 5.
PROOF. If v = k + 1, see Theorem l(b). Assume v ~ k + 2 ~ 7, and let !F be a
consistent family of k-circuits on subsets of V = {1, ... , v}. Let !F* be the set of all
induced 5-circuits FS , FE !F. Assume WI ~ (n - <k=D + <k=D + I = (V; 1) +
<k=D + <k=D + <k=D + (%=1). (If v = k + 2, then v - 6 = k - 4. In this case write
I!FI ~ C; 1) + <k=D + <k=D + G=D.) Now apply the Kruskal-Katona theorem (see
[I], [2]). If v > k + 2, we obtain
I!F*I ~ (v ~ I) + (v : 2) + (v ~ 3) + (v ~ 6) + (k ~ 4)
= (:) - 3(v - 5) + k - 4 ~ (:) - 3(v - 5) + 1.
If v = k + 2, we must replace (v"2 6) + (k I4) by (""2 5 ) , which happens to be exactly the same
thing. By Theorem 3, there is a circuit C on V that is consistent with !F*. C is consistent with
!F as well.
THEOREM 4. e(v, k) = 0') - G=~) for 5 ~ k < v ~ tk(k - 5) + 6.
REMARK. Note that 5 ~ k < v ~ tk(k - 5) + 6 iff v ~ 6 and 5/2 + J2v - 21 ~
k < v.
PROOF. In view of inequality (2) (see Example 2 above), it suffices to show that
e(v, k) ~ G) - G=D·
This will be done by induction on v for fixed k.
For v = k + 1, e(v, k) = 3 = G) - O'=D by Theorem l(b). Assume k + 2 ~ v ~
tk(k - 5) + 6, and suppose e(v - 1, k) ~ (";1) - G=j).
Let!F be a consistent family of k-circuits on subsets of V. Assume I!FI ~ (%) - (%=~) + 1.
As in the proof of Theorem 3, put ff'; = {F E !F : i rt V(F)} (i E V), and denote by
m, ( = (V; 1) - 1ff';1) the number of unconfirmed k-subsets of V\{i}.
Define:
T = {t E V: m, < (: =:)}.
Clearly,
(V-4) " ((v)) (V-3) (V-4)(v - ITJ) ~L m, = (v - k) -I!FI < (v - k) = (v - 3) ,k-3 1=1 k k-3 k-3
and therefore ITJ ~ 4.
Assume T :::J {l, 2, 3, 4}. By the induction hypothesis, there is a circuit C;;on V\{i} that
is consistent with ff';, for I ~ i ~ 4.
Consistent families
The rest of the proof consists of three parts:
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(a) Show that each C, is consistent with :iF.
(b) Show that C1, Cz, C3 and C4 are pairwise consistent, and therefore (by Theorem I) there
is a unique circuit C on V consistent with all Cs.
(c) Show that C is consistent with :iF.
(a) 1:iF11 ~ Ck1 ) - (%=:j) + I = CkZ ) + G=D + G=i) + (tD. By the Kruskal-
Katona Theorem, there are at least (V4Z) + (v33) + C24) + (k I3) = (v41) - (v - k) + I
4-sets S such that S c: V(F) for some Fin :!J'.,.
Suppose C1is not consistent with an element G of :iF. Clearly I E V(G). Since G1and
Cj\V(G) are distinct (k - I)-circuits on V(G)\{l}, there are at least (k 23)(=(k41) -
u(k - I, 4)) 4-circuits induced by G1 that are not consistent with Cj • For every such
4-circuit H, V(H) is not a subset of V(F) for any Fin :!J'.,. Thus C41) - (v - k) +
I + (k 23) ~ (V 41), in contradiction to v ~ tk(k - 5) + 6.
(b) Suppose Cj, Cz are not consistent. Then, by Theorem 2, there are at least (V 24)
4-subsets D of {3, ... , v} such that CjID "# Ci\D. None of these sets D is included in V(F),
for any F in :iF, since C1, Cz are consistent with :iF.
1:iF1 ~ (v) _ (v - 3) + I = (v - I) + (v - 2) + (v - 3) + (k - 3).
k k-3 k k-I k-2 k-3
Therefore, by the Kruskal-Katona Theorem, there are at least (v41) + (V3Z) + (v 23) +
(k 1 3 ) = q) _ (v - k) 4-subsets E of V such that E c: V(G) for some FE:iF. Hence
q) ~ (D - (v - k) + C24 ) . V ~ 7, thus t(v - 4)(v - 5) > v - 5 ~ v - k, a
contradiction.
(c) Let Fbe a member of:iF and D a 4-subset of V(F). If i ¢ D for some I ~ i ~ 4, then
by part (a), CnD = ctID = FV(F)\D. Thus C is consistent with all circuits FV(F)\D, where
D c: V(F), IDI = 4, except, perhaps, for D = {l, 2, 3, 4}. Theorem 2 guarantees that C
and F are consistent.
The results obtained so far for circuits carryover to paths by the following device:
Transform each path P into a circuit P" by joining the endpoints of P to a special new
vertex z. The transformation P --+ P" is I-I and preserves consistency in both directions.
The following theorem is an example of such a result:
THEOREM 5. Let V be a finite or countable set and let :iF be a consistent family ofpaths,
such that IV\V(H)j = I for all H E :iF. Ifl VI ~ 5 and 1:iF1 ~ 4, then there is a unique path
on V that is consistent with every member of:iF. (If V is infinite, then the paths may be either
one-way infinite, or two-way infinite paths.)
PROOF. For finite sets V we deduce Theorem 5 from Theorem I by transforming the
family:iF of paths into a family :iF* of circuits as follows: Put v* = V u {z}, where z is a
new vertex. For H E:iF with endpoints a, b, define: H* = <V(H) u {z}, E(H) u {az, zb}).
The collection:iF* = {H*: H E :iF} is a consistent family of circuits. By Theorem I there
is a unique circuit G* on V* that is consistent with all the circuits H* in :iF*. Define
G = G*\z. G is a path on V, and is consistent with every path in :iF. The uniqueness of G
follows from the uniqueness of G*.
Theorem 5 for infinite sets V can be deduced from the finite case as follows: If :iF is
infinite, consider a finite subfamily ~ of :iF, I~I ~ 4. If:iF is finite, put ~ = :iF.
If the paths H in ~ are one-way infinite, then each H can be written as H = I N V Q
where I N is a finite path of length ~ 5, Q is a one-way infinite path, independent of Hand
v denotes concatenation. Applying the finite case of Theorem 4 to the paths {I N : H E ~}
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we find a unique path J consistent with all JH , HEre. The infinite path G(re) = J v Q will
be consistent with all members of re. The uniqueness of G(re) follows from the uniqueness
of J. If H' E ff'\re, put re' = re u {H'}. The path G(re') is consistent with H' and with all
members of re. It follows that G(re') = G(re), and therefore G(re) is consistent with all
members of ff'.
If the paths in ff' are two-way infinite, we repeat the same procedure, using a decom-
position of the form H = P V JH V Q (for HEre).
3. CONCLUSIONS
We have determined u(v, k) completely (Theorem 2). Regarding e(v, k), we have settled
the case k = 5 completely (Theorem 3). If k > 5, we know e(v, k) exactly when v is small
(v :::; tk(k - 5) + 6, Theorem 4), and we also know that the order of magnitude of
(k) - e(v, k) as v -+ 00 is V k- 4 (Example 3 and Corollary 2).
To determine e(v, k) exactly, it might be helpful to know more about the structure, not
just the size, of maximal consistent families of circuits.
One might conjecture that e(v, k) is the maximum of the right-hand sides of expressions
(1) and (2).
One can also ask the following more general questions: What systems [f' of subsets of V
have the property that every consistent family ff' of circuits on all members of [f' admits
at least (or at most, or exactly) one circuit on V that is consistent with ff'?
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